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INTRODUCTION

• Pure titanium (CPTi) rods are often used in the instrumentation of the 
spine due to it’s favorable structural properties which includes 
decreased density, resistance to fatigue, and minimal artifact on MRI or 
CT imaging.1,2,3,4

• These properties allow for low weight, but yet more durable 
instrumentation construct that will not significantly compromise post-
operative imaging.

• In a recent review, 88% of spine surgeons questioned preferred the 
use of CPTi over other metals or alloys, including cobalt-chrome 
(CoCr), in the instrumentation of the spine for the purpose of correcting 
scoliosis.5

1. Christensen FB, Dalstra M, Sejling F, et al. Titanium-alloy enhances bone-pedicle screw fixation: mechanical and histomorphometrical results of titanium-alloy versus stainless steel. Eur Spine 2000;9:97-103
2. Disegi J. AO/ASIF Unalloyed Titanium Implant Material.  3rd ed. 1994.
3. Sun C, Huang G, Christensen FB, et al.  Mechanical and histological analysis of bone-pedical screw interface in vivo: titanium versus stainless steel.  Chin Med J (Engl) 1999;112:456-60.
4. Uhthof HK, et al.  The advantages of titanium alloy over stainless steel plates for the internal fixation of fractures: an experimental study.  J Bone Joint Surg Am 1981;71A:1337-42.
5. Michael ALR, Loughenbury PR, Rao AS, et al.  A Survey of current controversies in scoliosis surgery in the UK.  Spine 2012;37:1573-1578
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INTRODUCTION

• Though CPTi has many benefits because of its aforementioned 
properties; however, recent studies have shown that it is more prone 
to shape loss after contouring when compared to the less popular 
metals and alloys.6,7

• This should be of importance to spine surgeons because shape loss 
of surgical spine rods has been implicated as a possible contributing 
factor leading to post-surgical loss of sagittal balance and 
instrumentation failure.3,6,8

6. Burger EL, Baratta RV, King AG, et. al.  The memory properties of cold-worked titanium rods in scoliosis constructs.  Spine 2005;30:375-379.
7. Noshchenko A, Patel V, Burger EL, et. Al.  Thermomechanical Effects of Spine Surgery Rods Composed of Different Metals and Alloys.  Spine 2011;36:870-878.
8. Burger EL, Baratta RV, King AG, et al. The memory properties of cold-worked titanium rods in scoliosis constructs. Spine. 2005;30(4):375-379.

INTRODUCTION

• Altogether this has led to further investigation of other metals and 
alloys that are more resistant to shape loss after bending and thus 
likely more ideal for use as implants in spine surgery to correct spinal 
deformity.

• One such alloy is CoCr. Recently, the use of CoCr rods has gained 
popularity because of its static strength characteristics and 
compatibility with MRI imaging.

• In a recent engineering study, CoCr was found to have a greater 
fatigue life compared to CPTi constructs at all load levels tested.9

9. Nguyen TQ, Buckley JM, Deviren V, et al.  The fatigue life of contoured cobalt chrome posterior spine fusion rods.  Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Part H – Journal of Engineering In
Medicine.  2011;225(2):194-8

STUDY QUESTION

• In a side to side comparison, will CPTi spine rods manually bent 
before autoclaving (pre-op bent) or after autoclaving (intra-op bent) 
demonstrate a greater degree of shape loss compared to CoCr spine 
rods?
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METHODS

• 10 CoCr and 10 CPTi surgical spine rods were contoured using a 
machine press

• 5 CoCr and 5 CPTi rods were machine bent before being autoclaved 
(pre-op bent group). 5 CoCr and 5 CPTi rods were machine bent after 
being autoclaved (intra-op bent group)

• All rods were immersed in a phosphate buffered saline bath at body 
temperature (37.2oC +/- 2oC)

METHODS

• Changes in radius of curvature were measured at different time intervals 
starting at 2 days and then every 2 weeks over an 8-week course using 
a high-definition scanner

• Shape loss measurements were collected and mean changes examined 
between experimental groups at each time interval

• Statistical analysis of the data was accomplished using a Mann-Whitney 
U-Test to assess significant difference between the radius of curvature 
of CoCr and CPTi rods.

METHODS

Fig. 1 Spine rod and bending apparatus
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METHODS

Fig. 2 Spine rods were machine bent with a single radius of curvature of 100 mm

METHODS

Fig. 3 Rods placed on 4mm scanning graph that was utilized for measurement of shape loss

RESULTS

• All rods were found to demonstrate shape loss at all time intervals 
measured

• The greatest rate of shape loss was noted in the first 2 days

• All rods displayed a significant change in their mean radius of curvature 
after 8 weeks (range 1.37 mm – 9.40 mm) (p<0.01)

• Pre-op bent group: CPTi rods demonstrated less shape loss in its radius 
of curvature (1.37 mm) compared to CoCr rods (2.66 mm), (p<0.01).
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RESULTS

• Intra-op bent rods: CPTi rods (mean 9.40 mm) demonstrated a 
significant (p<0.01) increase in shape loss when compared to CoCr 
rods (mean 1.86 mm) 

• Overall, intra-operatively bent CPTi rods demonstrated the greatest loss 
of shape (mean increase in radius of 9.40 mm) and pre-op bent CPTi 
demonstrated the least loss of shape (mean increase in radius of 1.37 
mm)

RESULTS
Rod Type Duration (days) Mean Δ in radius

CPTi 2 5.17

14 8.46

28 9.21

42 9.31

56 9.40

CoCr 2 1.21

14 1.68

28 1.82

42 1.84

56 1.86

Table 1. Mean change in radius of curvature: Intra-op bent after autoclave

RESULTS
Rod Type Duration (days) Mean Δ in radius

CPTi 2 0.75

14 1.23

28 1.34

42 1.35

56 1.37

CoCr 2 1.73

14 2.39

28 2.61

42 2.63

56 2.66

Table 2. Mean change in radius of curvature: Pre-bent before autoclave
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RESULTS
Rod Number CoCr (mm) CPTi (mm)

1 1.98 9.02

2 2.11 9.33

3 1.11 9.94

4 2.01 9.99

5 2.1 8.73

Average 1.86 9.40

Table 3. Total shape loss in radius of curvature after 8 weeks by rod: Intra-op bent after autoclave

RESULTS
Rod Number CoCr (mm) CPTi (mm)

1 3.56 1.04

2 2.69 1.71

3 2.34 1.39

4 2.22 1.19

5 2.49 1.51

Average 2.66 1.37

Table 4. Total shape loss in radius of curvature after 8 weeks by rod: Pre-bent before autoclave

DISCUSSION

• Greatest rate of shape loss was noted in all rods in the first 2 days 
(immediate) which may be due to elastic recoil. 

• This can likely be compensated for in the operating room by the 
surgeon by re-bending and creating more plastic deformation
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DISCUSSION

• All rods demonstrated shape loss at all time intervals (delayed). This 
delayed recoil may be due to slowly moving back to a new point zero 
after plastic deformation which takes a longer period of time. 

• It is more difficult for the surgeon to control this delayed shape loss

DISCUSSION

• All rods demonstrated both immediate and delayed recoil 

• May indicate that when a rod is bent a certain amount of the shape 
change will be plastic deformation and the remainder elastic 
deformation

• Portions of the bent rod that is elastically deformed will recoil faster to 
it’s previous point zero and portions of the bent rod that is plastically 
deformed will recoil slower to it’s new point zero

DISCUSSION

• Pre-op bent CPTi spine rods demonstrated a lesser degree of shape 
loss compared to pre-op bent CoCr spine rods and therefore better for 
use when no intra-operative bending is required

• Intra-op bent CPTi spine rods demonstrated a greater degree of shape 
loss compared to intra-op bent CoCr spine rods and therefore less 
suitable for use when intra-operative bending is required
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DISCUSSION

• Limitations:

– Only five rods were evaluated in each group leading to our study 
being underpowered

– Rods were unfixed

– Evaluators were not blinded as to which rod they were evaluating, 
which could have introduced the potential for observer bias

– Inter- and intra-observer variabilities of measurement was not 
assessed

CONCLUSION

• Intra-op bent CPTi spine rods offered little resistance to shape loss 
compared to pre-bent CPTi spine rods and intra-op bent CoCr spine 
rods.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE

• When shape loss of a construct is of utmost concern, as in correction of 
spinal deformity, pre-bent CPTi rods or intra-op bent CoCr rods should 
be considered
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